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Young Symmetry, the Flag Manifold, and Representations of GL(n) 
It has long heen known that all the finite-dimensional irrcducihle polynomial 
representations of GZ,(n) mav he obtained by a simple and explicit construction 
\vhich utilizes the coordinate ring of the fag manifold (cf. [4--h]. This suggests 
the following natural idea: 
(i) IMnc the courdinatr ring ck the flag manifold h\ gcncl-atcjrs and 
relarions oycr J!. 
(ii) L-sing the same description b!- generators and relations, associ;ltC 3 
“flag algebra” ./l~ E to any module E over an>- commutative ring R. 
The resulti+ “flag algebra” has a number of remarkable properties and 
applications, some of which arc studied in the present paper; it was first defined 
and studied hy the author in the earlier paper “TWO New Functors from 
AIodules to 2%lgrbras”, J. :-I[qebY(z 47 (I 977). 80--104 [IS] (Lvhich will hr referred 
to as “‘l’\vo functors” in the present paper). 
‘I‘he above two-step program has recently heen carried out 1~~ (Glenn Lancaster 
and the present author, for the ilag manifolds of all the classical groups (cf. [I 1, 
191); the constructions for these utilize the algebra 1 1 -Z? associated with GZ,(n). 
To study the coordinate rinc of the flat: manifold, it is necessary to hcgin b! 
considering carefully the equations of the fllag manifold. In the characteristic 0 
case. Hedge [6, 71 has given a gencvatin, (7 set for the prime ideal of the flag 
manifold, consisting of the left sides of Rqs. (I) and (2) helow. It is proved in the 
present paper (Proposition 3.2) that, for nonzero characteristic, (1) and (2) no 
longer generate in general this prime ideal (even though their zero locus is still 
the tlag manifold). The literature seems to contain no ,generating set (proved to 
be such) for the flag manifold in general characteristic; in the present paper two 
quite distinct such generating sets are given, one in Section 2 (based on detcr- 
Irlinantal identities of Svl\ ester cxplaincd in Section I ) and the other in Section 5 
(based c,n dcterminant~l identities given 1,~ Turnbull in [20, (‘hap. III], 1%.hich 
n-crc Iatcr used h!- Hodgc in studyinK the flag manifold). 
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(See also [16], in which Musili derives generating sets in arbitrary charac- 
teristic for the prime ideals of the Grassmann and Schubert varieties, related to 
the generating set in Section 5 of the present paper). 
The finite-dimensional irreducible polynomial representations of GL(n) may 
also be obtained by a well-known construction, quite different in appearance, due 
to Weyl, where the representations are furnished by symmetry classes of tensors, 
whose definition utilizes certain idempotents, constructed by Young, in the 
group algebra of the symmetric group. In this connection, the present paper 
studies two concepts which appear to be new, “Young symmetry” and “Young 
alternation” of functions of several variables with range a Z-module A; when A is 
a Q-module, these are the functions fixed by the action of the relevant Young 
idempotent. (The author sketched the second of these two concepts in “Two 
Functors,” p. 82, and more recently in [19]; it was originally suggested to the 
author by the study of Carter and Lusztig [I, p. 21 I].) Some simple facts about 
these two concepts are obtained in Section 2, while in Section 4, properties of the 
flag manifold are used to prove these two less obvious facts: 
(a) In characteristic 0, “Young alternation” indeed means (as asserted 
above) “fixed by the relevant Young indempotent.” 
(b) For any ring R, the class of functions of n variables, with range an 
R-module, which have Young alternation with respect to a given partitioning of 
the variables, coincides with the class of such functions which are left annihilated, 
by the left annihilator in R[&,J of the relevant Young quasi-indempotent. 
If the two classical constructions mentioned above for the representations of 
GL(n) are carefully compared, a remarkable result is obtained which appears to be 
new, namely, that the coordinate ring of the flag manifold has some extra 
structure, consisting of a (graded) alternating multiplication defined naturally; 
this extra structure only arises in the characteristic 0 case, however. This 
operation was first defined (without proofs) in “Two Functors,” p. 101; the 
relevant proofs are provided in the present paper, especially in Sections 6 and 7. 
In characteristic 0, it is well known what the generating set is, for the prime 
ideal of the flag manifold. We may break it up into two subsets, as follows. The 
first subset consists of the left sides of the following well-known quadratic 
relations, satisfied by the Plucker coordinates rr (il ,..., i,) of a (p - l)-dimen- 
sional linear subspace U-l of projective (n - I)-space Rn-l, 
-$ (-l)s+, ,..., i,-, ,j,) r(io ,.-Js -.LJ = 0 (1) 
(all i’s andj’s between 1 and n). The second subset arises from the necessary and 
sufficient conditions 
go (--1F(i, ,...Cl.j,) 4h ,...,Ps  ..j.)= 0 
.+81/61/2-r) 
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(all i’s and j’s between 1 and n) that a (4 ~ I)-dimensional linear subspacc 
L’1-l of P” l (y c-1 p) with Pliicker coordinates r (il ,..., i,) be a subspace of the 
preceding L” I. 
How messy are (I) and (3) ? They are quadratic equations with all coeficicnts 0, 
1, or - 1; whatever complexity they have is thus of a combinato~~ial nature, 
involving interchanges among the indicts i, ,..., i, 1 , j,, ,..., j,, (q .-:I p). Indeed, 
Eqs. (1) and (2), as well as the “extra” equations obtained in Theorem 3. I, 
assert precisely that r(i, ,..., i,(-, , j,,) ~(11 ,..., j,) has certain symmetry properties, 
considered as a function of its indices; these are indeed precisely the symmetry 
conditions studied in Section 3. 
It is this observation (which appears to be new, and which is formulated more 
precisely as Corollarv 3 to Theorem 3.1 below) which furnishes the basic con- 
nection between the flag manifold and “Young symmetry,” and thus between the 
t\vo classical constructions of the irreducible representations of the general linear 
group (that of Young-Weyl via “quantics” and that of DeKuyts-I,ittlerrood~~ 
Hedge via “conneses”). 
An important extension of these constructions n-as initiated in [jj by Higman; 
utilizing the coordinate ring of the flag manifold, he constructed functors of 
vector spaces I-, here denoted by -1”1~~..~“*1’, which vield the absolutely irre- _ 
ducible reprcscntations of Aut( t’) (when the ground field has characteristic 0) via 
the homomorphism 
Aut(V) ---f Aut(X”~.~.~“~J7), 7‘ rt I 1”‘. . . .“.‘I’, 
B di&rent x-ersion of these functors (naturally isomorphic to those of HiSman 
in the characteristic 0 case) was given by Epstein in [2], based on the Young -\Veyl 
construction; C’arter and Lusztig gaye what Reem to be the correct generalization 
of Epstein’s functors, at least in the case of finitely generated projective modules 
over arbitrary commutative rings. In “Two Functors” the present author 
refined these two constructions in the following ways (some of which are further 
developed in the present paper): 
(i) I-tilizing (without proof) some of the results proved in the present 
paper, Hiqman’s construction was extended to arbitrary modules over arbitrary 
commutative rings 
(ii) It is lmmedlate from his construction itself. that the functors con- 
structed b\r Hixman form the graded pieces of a commutative associative algebra; 
it is far from obvious that the same is true for the C’arterPI,usztig functors, but 
in [ 181 it is shown how to put the structure of an associative graded anticom- 
mutative al,gehra, in a functorial way, on the direct sum of the Carter-Lusztig 
functors. More precisely, this structure is placed on the direct sum of certain 
functors, whose identity with the C’arterPLusztig functors is obtained in Section 6 
of the present paper. 
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(iii) It is proved that the generalization of the Higman functors and the 
Carter-Lusztig functors stand in a relation of dun/iQ. 
Let us finally note, on p. YI of “Two Functors,” the suggestion that these 
functors should prove useful in obtaining a free resolution of the ideal of p x p 
minors of a matrix with indeterminate entries; this possible area of application 
has recently attracted the attention of a number of researchers to these functors, 
including Buchsbaum, Eisenbud, Procesi, and others. In this connection should 
also be mentioned Nain Lascoux, who in his thesis has given a different con- 
struction for these functors [ 121 and has applied them to the above-mentioned 
problem of resolving the ideal of p x p minors; he has been kind enough to 
notify the author, in writing, that he had seen “Two Functors” prior to the 
completion of his thesis. 
Some recent work of James ([9] et nl.) IS a so 1 of interest in the present con- 
nection, as is the work of Liulevicius in [ 151. 
-4ppendix I concerns a combinatorial result, which played an important role in 
[18]. The author had originally planned to include this proof in [IS], but 
inquiries made at that time seemed to indicate such a result was already in the 
literature, which (except for the well-known special case when the tableau has no 
repetitions; cf. Boerner) thefuthor no longer considers to be the case; the author 
now believes he may claim this result as original. 
I. SYLVESTER'S THEOREM 
In [17], Sylvester proved the following remarkable property of determinants: 
Let us denote by [a, ... (z,] the n x n determinant whose ith column is n,; then 
[q ‘.’ u,J[h, “. 6,] (3) 
remains unchanged in value, if we interchange 6, with each of a, ,..., a, in turn, 
and then add: 
[a1 “’ u,][b, “. b,] = 5 [u, ‘.. u,&a,&l ... u,][a,b, ... b,]. (4) 
i=l 
More generally, he showed that, forj, ,..., j, any distinct integers between 1 
and n, expression (3) remains unchanged in value if, for all (F) choices of 
11 -c .‘. < i, between 1 and II, we interchange ai1 with bjl , nip with bj2 ,..., nj T 
with bjr in (3) and then add the (:) results. 
EXAMPLE. \Vith n = 3, j, = 2,j, = 3, we have 
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Sy-lvester’s theorem, and his original proof, remain valid when the entries in 
the a*s and b’s lie in any commutative ring R. Here is a quick proof of (4): The 
expression 
[u, “. n,,][bl ..’ b,] ~ i [al ... a,-lblai+l .‘. n,][a,b, ..’ b,] 
i-l 
is an R-multilinear function of the variables n, ,..., b,, , all ranging over RI’, 
which is alternating in the 11 mr 1 variables n, ,..., CI,, . 6, . Any such function 
must he 0. (The second half of Sylvester’s theorem will be deduced from (4) in 
the next section; see Corollary 2 to Proposition 2.2.) 
The quadratic relations (1) for the Grassmann manifold, given in the Intro- 
duction, are immediate consequences of (4). Indeed, suppose the linear subspacc 
L+’ of projective 01 ~ I)-space is spanned by p points whose coordinates arc 
given, respectively, by the rows of the p :< n matrix E with ith column e,; then 
the Pliicker coordinates of U-m1 are given by 
n(i, )..., i,) === [ei, ... ci,l, 
and applying (4) to [ej, ... ejn][ejOejl ... ei,_,], ‘t 1 is readily seen that we obtain ( 1). 
Similarly, we may deduce (2) from (4): If ,!,‘I-~ is a g-dimensional subspace of 
L+l, we may choose the above matrix E so E-l is generated by points whose 
coordinates are given by the first 9 rows of E, whence the Pliicker coordinate 
r(il ,..., I’,) of LIT 1 is the CJ Y Q subdeterminant of E formed by the first 4 rows 
and by columns i, ,..., i,; then, applying (4) to 
(where Si is the column of length p with 1 in the ith place and O’s elsewhere) WC 
obtain (2). 
The second part of Sylvester’s theorem yields, in a similar way, additional 
equations satisfied on the flag manifold; we shall see in Section 3 that these arc 
precisely the “extra” equations mentioned in the Introduction, which together 
with (1) and (2) generate the prime ideal of the flag manifold (over any ground 
field). 
We next proceed to abstract the symmetry properties asserted of expression 
(3) by Sylvester’s theorem. 
2. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
It is desirable to be able to rewrite (4) in the form 
[al ,...a (~nlh ,..., bn] .~~ f (44 ‘3 [al ,..., n,J[b, ...> b,,], (5) 
i--l 
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where 0 denotes the action of the symmetric group, on the 2n symbols a, through 
b ?lY upon functions of those variables. 
Let us now proceed to clarify the concepts involved in the notation (5). If E 
is any set, we denote by S(E) the group of bijections of E; our convention will be 
to write functions on the left of elements, so that for u and fl in S(E), ~$3 is the 
result of applying first ,b’ and then (Y. We wish to regard S(E) as acting upon 
functions 
f ((XiliaE) 
of E-indexed variables, all of which have the same domain of definition, say D. 
To be precise: 
By a function of E-indexed variables, with common domain D, taking zralues in T 
(where E, I), Tare any sets), will be meant an element of 
(where as usual DE means the set of maps E -+ D), i.e., a map f assigning to each 
E-D, it+XiED 
an element f({lY~}ies) in T. Of course, if E = (I,..., n}, we recover the usual 
notion of a function f( Xi , . . . , X,) of n variables. 
There is a natural left action of S(E) on such functions, defined as follows: 
if f e TcDE), QT E S(E) then 7 of E Tfoe) is defined by (n of )(E --tx D) :.= f (S o r) 
or equivalently by (ZT 0 f )({Xi}& = f ({ Yi}& with Yi = X+ (all X’i in D). (One 
may verify that this is a left action, either by a direct computation, or by noting 
that TtDE) is a covariant functor of E). If T has the structure of an Abelian group, 
or module over a commutative ring R, this action extends in the usual way to a 
left action of the group algebraE[S(E)] or R[S(E)], respectively. 
With these conventions (5) now makes sense, taking the indexing set E to 
consist of the variable symbols a, ,... , b, , taking T to be the ground ring R, 
and taking the common domain D to consist of columns of length n over R. Note 
that we are, as usual, free to regard (4) at will, either as an equation (equivalent 
to (5)) between two functions of 2n variables, or as an identity holding for all 
a 1 ,“., b, in D. Note also that the second part of Sylvester’s theorem may now 
be written 
[al ... a,][b, ... b,] = c (a,,bjl) ... (qbj,) o [aI ... a,,][b, ... b,]. 
igil<...<i,gn 
Throughout the remainder of this section, E and D will denote fixed sets, 
(A, +) a fixed abelian group, and f E AtD”) a function of E-indexed variables 
with common domain D, taking values in A. We shall denote the cardinality 
of any set Ii by #lJ. We assume throughout that E is finite. 
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DEFINITIOK 2.1. Let C’ be any subset of E. We say f is symnzetrk ill C if 
(jk) of = f for all distinct j and /z in U. We say f is altevnnti~~g irz IT if, for all 
distinctj and lz in ti, 
.f({AYI;IEt) := 0 if Si -= S,, and (j/z) ‘If --f. 
I\-ote. In particular,fis both symmetric and alternating in V if #r.’ 0 or I. 
Iffis symmetric (or alternating) in C, it is such for each subset of I ‘. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 
be disjoint subsets of E with the same cardinality n; assume that f is either 
symmetric, in I7 and in I., or alternating in U and in I’. Then b! 
the result of interchanging Ii rrztl I7 in f, will be meant 
(upl) ‘.. (u,,r,) ‘-f 
(and will be meantI; if 1: and I/ are empty). 
LVote. Int( I , ci)f is independent of the particular choice (6) of orderings 
for 7 i and I 79 as the following computation suffices to show: 
Let E denote ~1 1 or .-~ I, according as f is symmetric or alternating in both I’ 
and V;; then 
whence 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (i, I’ be disjoint subsets of E, and let f be alternating 
in U and in I’. We say f is symnetric from V to 1: if 
f 1 Int( C, , I -)f 
“IC” 
-7 0, i v 
and that f has 170urg qvnmetr_v from I _ to C,’ if f is symmetric from each subset of 
v to CT. 
Remark. Adopting the usual convention that a sum indexed by an empty set 
is 0. we see that, if #I7 > #U, f is only symmetric from I’ to I’ whenf 0. 
Thus, this concept is only interesting when # I7 1 #CT. 
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EXAMPLE 2. I. Sylvester’s theorem asserts precisely that the function 
f = [a1 “’ UJ[bl .” b,] 
has Young symmetry from [b, ,..., 0,: to [a, ,..., ~7~~). 
&AMPLE 2.2. Let :i s,j i b e an n ,C IZ matrix over a commutative ring R, 
and let ~(1; ,..., j,) denote the subdeterminant of this matrix formed from the 
first p rows and the jr ,..., j, columns; then if p >: 2, the function 
of variables indexed by E : [Jr ,..., S,i with common domain D = [I ,..., ni, 
taking values in R, has Young symmetry from (Kr ,..., K,] to (J1 ,..., J$. 
Proof. Apply Sylvester’s theorem to the following product of p in p deter- 
minants: 
(cf. derivation of 2) in Section I ). 
Remark. The assertion of Example 2.2 amounts to a number of equations 
between E-indexed functions; for example, 
This in turn amounts to n6 equations between elements of R, obtained hy 
applying both sides to “specializations” 
R --) II, J1 t, j, ,..., K2 -+ k, (j’s and k’s in D : (I,..., n}), 
and bv an abuse of notation which will sometimes be convenient, these n5 
resulting equations will be indicated by 
(j’s and k’s between I and ~2) which is equivalent to 
4&/J +&J --- +,k2j3) 4j&) + +,j& 4Li3) + 4jlklk2) 4j&). 
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F~MPLE 2.3. The Riemann-Christoffel tensor Rij,, satisfies: 
Rijkl. = -Rjirl = -Rijlk = Rktij 
and 
Rij,;, == Rkji2 I- Rtjk.; 
these relations assert precisely that Rijkl , considered as a function of its indices, 
has Young symmetry from (i, j] to {k, I). 
PROPOSITION 2. I. Let f be alternating in each of two disjoint subsets C: and 1. 
of E; let V, C V, #CT, = r. If f is symmetric from VI to U, then f is symmetric from 
every subset of V with r elements to Cl. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if f (S, ,..., -Lydia; 1-i ,..., 1-J is a function of 
p + q variables, with common domain D, taking values in A, which is alternating 
in the S’s and in the Y’s, and satisfies 
then f also satisfies 
,f =~ 1 (A-i,lJ,) ... (S,,l.,;,) 7 .f 
Iii,. . . . . i,.%JI 
for all distinctj, ,... , j, between I and q. Indeed, letting CT denote any permutation 
of 
which fixes the S’s and maps 1’; into Yj. for 1 :.: i .. Y, and operating on both 1 
sides of (7) with T ‘, we obtain: 
(sgn n)f = rr of = C TT(S~,I’~) ... (S,,l’,.) : f 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f be alternating in the disjoint subsets U and CY of B; 
let v E V. Iff is symmetric from V - (v) to 1; and from {v{ to L:, and ;f # J’ is not a 
zero divisor on .il, then f is sevmmetric from I,- to I-. 
Proof. Pick orderings 
1,. ~~= {Ul ,..., IL,,,), I.- (7,:; z=z $J, . 7-J. 1 3 
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By hypothesis, we have 
Let 0” = {q, ,..., u,,,} be any n-element subset of U. Applying (uilol) ... (zQ,,zI,) 0 
to both sides of (8) and noting that, for I < t < n, 
we obtain 
= 1 Int(U’U{u,J, r)f + i (zq) 0 Int(U’, V - {u}),& 
l,<S<“’ t-1 
Sfl,,...,in 
Summing this over all n-element subsets L” of CT, and recalling thatfis symmetric 
from V - {z-j to U (so the left side sums of,f) we obtain 
f 1 (n -t 1) 1 Int(C:, , r’)f + E (z!vt) 0 f = (72 + I) 1 Int( U, , V)f - nf 
‘/lC” t=1 u, * U1=?Z+l 
(n i 1)f = (n + 1) 1 Int(C;, l’)f. 
“IC u 
Yq=fY 
Since n + I = #V is a nonzero divisor on -4, we conclude that f is symmetric 
from k’ to cr. 
COROLLARY I. Let f be alternating in each of two disjoints subsets U and V of E. 
Suppose A is torsion-free. If f is symmetric from {v] to 11 for some element v in V, 
then either f = 0, OY else: #U > #V and f has Young symmetry from V to U. 
Proof. Immediate from the two preceding propositions. 
Note. It suffices to assume (#V)! is not a zero divisor on -d. 
Remarks. The conditions in the hypothesis of Corollary I are known to 
physicists as “Fock’s cyclic symmetry conditions” (cf. [3]). 
COROLLARY 2 (Sylvester’s theorem). Let R be a commutative ring; then 
(with notation as in Section I) the function 
f = [al ,..., a,& ,..., &I 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem under the assumption that K is a field 
of characteristic 0 (since Sylvester’s theorem amounts to a set of identities 
between polynomials with integer coefficients). In this case, the preceding 
corollary reduces us to the assertion that ,f is symmetric from [I>,) to Ia, ,..., a,\, 
which is (4), and has already been proved. 
Here is an example to show that the hypothesis that A is torsion-free cannot 
be dropped from Corollary I to Proposition 2.2: 
B~A~IPLE 2.4. Letfbe the function indexed by E =- ( 1, 2, 3, 4; w-ith common 
domain D :- 1 I, 2, 3, 41 and taking values in F,, defined by: .f(.y,, sq, sy, XJ = 0 
if two among the s’s are equal or if one of x1 , s., equals 4; f = 1 otherwise. 
Let I’ = 11.21, T’ 13, 4). f is alternating in Ci and in I’, hut does not have 
Young symmetry from U to l-, since 
I = f(I, 3, 3, 4) Ff(3, 4, 1, 2) 0. 
On the other hand, f is symmetric from I to i3, 4’,, i.e., satisfies 
f(x, , s2 , s, , s.,) ~= f‘(S3 1 SC ( x1 , x4) L .f(s, ( x2 ( x3 ( x1) (all x, in U). (9) 
This is clear if two x’s are equal; in the remaining cases, we note that (since we 
are working over F?) (9) may be rewritten as 
and is thus one of the followin,q readilv verified set of four equations: 
0 -f(l.2,3,4) -f(l, 3,2,4) -mf(l,4,2,3) 
= f(2, I, 3,4) + .f(2. 3, 1,4) r f(2,4, 1, 3) 
z f(3, I, 2,4) t- f(3, 2, 1, 4) I f(3, 4, 12 2) 
-=f(4, I, 2, 3) cf(4, 3, 1. 3) -I-f(4, 3, I, 2). (10) 
The following modification of the preceding example will prove useful later on 
(cf. Proposition 3.2): 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let g he the function indexed by E (I, 2, 3, 4, 51. with 
comlon domain D = E and taking values in F, , defined b) 
,g(s, ,..., XJ -~ 0 if two x’s are equal; 
~- 0 if .xl or x., equals 4 or 5; 
=-= 1 otherwise. 
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Let 1: =: (1, 21, b7 = {3, 4, 51. g is alternating in 11 and in IT, but is not symme- 
tric from I’ to I’, since 
1 ~= g( 1, 3, 3, 4. 5) + g(3, 4, 1, 2, 5) i ,?(3, 5, 1, 4, 2) i g(4, 5, 3, 1, 2) = 0. 
(11) 
However, we claim R does have symmetry from (11 to b?, i.e., satisfies 
This is clear if two x’s are equal. If the x’s are all distinct, there are three cases 
to consider: 
I. lveither x1 nor x2 eguals 5. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
x;, 5; then (12) reduces to (9), since in this case ~(x~.Q.Q.~J~) = .~(.Q.Qx~T,). 
7 x2 == I. 5. Here, both sides of (12) are 0. 
3. x1 =- 5. Here (12) becomes (using the fact f is alternating, hence sym- 
metric in U and V) 
which is one of Eqs. ( 10). 
YROPOSITION 2.3. Let f be alternating in each of two disjoint subsets Z,’ and IT 
of E, with #U = #V. If f has Youq s-vmmetry from 1,’ to lr, then f has I’oung 
s~ymnetv~~ from U to V. 
Proof. We may assume 
with 11 = (XI ,..., X,}, 1’ = {Yr ,..., Y,}, and are then given that f is alternating 
in the S’s and in the Y’s, and that 
ifI :,r&nandj, ,,..,iT are distinct integers between 1 and n. Applying (13) 
with r =: n we see that 
f (Xl )...) x, , 1; ,...( Y,) = f (I; )...) z’,L ) s, ,..., S,) 
and using this to interchange X’s and Y’s in (13) yields 
f :; 1 (XjlE,,) “. (S,,l~;,) ‘. f 
Idi,. ".,'i,$ri 
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as we may see more formally from the following computation: 
Hencef has Young symmetry from i: to 1’. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let f be alternating in each of three disjoint subsets L’, I’ and 
LV of E, and let f have k-oung symmetry from W to I7 and from I7 to 1’; then f has 
Ihung s-vmmetry from W to U. 
Proof. W e may assume 
with 
f :: f (A-1 ,..., s,,; 11 ,..., I.,,; z, )..., Z,), 
the hypotheses then imply that, for hi ,..., k,. any distinct integers between I and 
p, we have 
as was to be proved. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let I’, 1’ be disjoint subsets of E, and let f be symmetric in 
CT and in 1;-. We say that f is alternating from IV to U provided the two following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) f =- ( -I)fY~U,VC cv=rvInt(U’, V)f. -’ 
(ii) If I’, 1,’ have the same cardinality n, say 
(14) 
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and if IZ is odd, then we also require: f({LYi]ieE) = 0 whenever all Si E D and 
xul = q )..., x,* = xun . 
We say that f has Young alternation from IT to U if f is alternating from each 
subset of C’to CT. 
Remarks. These two properties (dual to those of Definition 2.3, in a sense 
that will be discussed further in Section 6) are clearly independent of the choice of 
orderings (14) for U and I’; this question does not come up if 2 is not a zero 
divisor on --I, since then (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). If #U < #V 
andf is alternating from V to U, then f = 0. 
The following four propositions are precise analogs of the preceding ones as 
are their proofs (except for some easy modifications involving (ii)), which will 
not be given here. In the first three of these propositions, we assume f is spm- 
metric in each of two disjoint subsets U and I7 of E. 
PROPOSITION 2. la. If VI 2 V, #VI = r and f is alternating from PTl to 1.) 
then f is alternating from every r-element subset of V to U. 
PROPOSITION 2.2a. If v E V, f is alternating from V - (v} to U and from 
(v] to C’, and #L’ is not a zero divisor on A, then f is alternating from V to C:, 
provided also that (ii) is satisfied when #U = #I’ is odd. 
COROLLARY. If A is torsion-free, and f is alternating from {v) to Ii for some 
v E V, then either f = 0, OY else: #U > #V, and (provided that (ii) is satisjed 
when #l: -- # 1’ is odd) f has Young alternation from V to U. 
PROPOSITION 2.3a. If #U = #V and f has Young alternation from V to 17, 
then f has Young alternation from U to V. 
PROPOSITION 2.4a. If f is symmetric in three disjoint subsets U, I7, W of E, 
and has lUung alternation from W to V andfrom V to CT, then f has Young alterna- 
tiorzfrom IV to CT. 
DEFINITION 2.5. By a partitioning of E will be meant a finite set 
of disjoint nonempty sets whose union is E. We say f is symmetric (or qlternating) 
in P if it is such in each elemnt Ui of P. We say f has Young alternation in P if f 
is alternating in P, and has Young symmetry from Gii to Uj whenever Ui , Uj 
are distinct elements of P with #Vi < #CTj . Finally, we say f has Young 
symmetr-v in P if f is symmetric in P, and has Young alternation from U, to 0; 
whenever L:, , Crj are distinct elements of P with #lJi < #U, . 
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Remarks. ‘l’he requirement #C’; -, #Lrj in this definition is neccssar! , since 
otherwise f would be identically 0. Part of the interest of these symmetrv con- 
ditions involving 1’ is that, if A4 is torsion-free, they are maximal, i.c., imposing 
any further symmetry condition which is not a consequence of these forces f 
to he 0. 
TRAMPLE 2.6. \\Yth notation as in Example 2.2, the function 
E’ r 4Jt.t ‘.’ Jt.u,) 412.1 “. JLU,) “’ 41.1 .“.> J:.,J 
with 
1:’ -- iJ,t =-. ,... 1 .I<.,,,;, 1) i I ,..., n), A-1 R 
has Young alternation in the partitioning P of I?’ into the s disjoint subsets 
7,-, I I, 1 I ’ , ?...1 ,.ilrl (1 :. i - s). 
LVote. ‘I‘his illustrates the connection between \Toung alternation and the 
coordinate ring (Jf the Aaq manifold (which is spanned over R by expressions of 
the above type F). 
We conclude this section try describing the ideal in Z[S(E)] which annihilates 
functions with J’oung alternation in P. 
I'ROPOSITIOS 2.5. !‘et R he a cO?llliJJlfiJf~~e J%J,: zcith I, 1 a left ideal in R[S’(E)], 
lY E R[S(B)]. 
If ewr>r ~-inllesedfunctiorl J-with values in N?J R-module, SJ~C~ thatf is annihdated 
h? I, is nlso ant~ilrilated bj? ~1, therz iy E I. 
AouJ ripply the hypothesis to the E-indexed function f with common 
dotnain I?, taking values in R[S(E)]/I, defined by: 
f(ci: 1; - Rj = 0 if (T is not a hijection, 
-,+I if D E S(E). 
Xotc that, for 8k c R[,S(E)], 
(k;‘f)(llz) == 8Y i I. 
DEFISITION 2.6. Let 
P z= [l’, ,. 1, ’ .., \/ 
be a partitionong of the finite set E into s disjoint nonempty subsets, and suppose 
that (for I ;. i S. S) 
IT, --- ‘,llj,, )..., uj ,,,/ /) a, == #r.T, . (15) 
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By the lhmg alternation ideal for P, denoted by ?VC!T(P), will be meant the left 
ideal in Z[S(E)] generated by all elements of the two following forms: 
I -I- (lijUJ (zij and 1~; distinct elements of some C’, E P), (16a) 
(with j and lz distinct integers between 1 and s, 1 < r 5. niC _ : a,). 
Remarks. Clearly, if f has Young alternation in P, it is left annihilated b! 
<Yfl(P). The converse is almost true, except for the troublesome distinction 
between alternation and skew symmetry; in any event, iffis alternating in P and 
annihilated by ~!Yfl(P(p>, then f has Young alternation in P (cf. Proposition 2. I). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a commutatiz~e ring zcith 1, I’ a partitioniq of E, 
L a left ideal in R[S(E)] which contains all elements of the fawn (16a), and let 
01 E R[S(E)]. 
Ifm annihilates all E-indexedfunctions with cahres in an R-module which alter.nate 
iu P a?ld are annil~ilated bv L, then ti EL. 
Proof. This follows upon observing that the function f, constructed in the 
proof of Proposition 2.5, is here alternating in I-’ (because of the additional 
assumption on L). 
COROLLARY I . R !Yfl(P) consists precisely of those elements in R[S(E)] uhich 
armihilatc all IT-indexed functions f, sztrh that f takes r~alucs in an R-module atld has 
1 biq altewlation i?2 P. 
COROLLARY 2. #/“t(P) is %dependent of the particular choice of ordehgs (15) 
for each l’, in P (used to dej?ne the elements (I 6b)) and depends o& on P. 
COKOLLARY 3. If a, 2 .‘. ;: a,< :-- 0, those Gj,k,r in (16b) zu’th j + I - k, 
1 --< r -< ali , tqyether with the elements (16a), sufJe to generate the left ideal 
,YM(P) in Z[S(B)]. 
Proof. It suffices to note that if f is alternating in P and annihilated by these 
%+1.x. then f has Young symmetry from CT,+, to C;i (1 ~3 i < s); hence also 
from 17, to Cl! (1 :<. i < j < s), (by Proposition 2.4); hence also from any Uj 
to any Zii provided i #j, #lTi > #Uj (by Proposition 2.3); that is, J then has 
Young alternation in P. 
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3. EQUATIONS OF THE FLAG ~C~ANIFOLD 
Let I/’ be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field K, with basis B = 
te, ,..., e,)-. We denote by PF the associated projective space, by [x] the image in 
PV of a nonzero element s of I’, and by nzV the direct sum of 112 copies of I’. 
If w cflPI’, the coordinates n(j, ,...,j,) = fl(ji ,..., j,,)(w) of w with respect 
to B are defined by 
(JJ L- c II(j) ,..., j,) ejlh ... A e,, 
Icj,<.~~:jp 0, 
when j, < ... < j,, , and are then specified uniquely for arbitrary j, ,..., jr, 
between 1 and II by the requirement that Ji’(j, ,..., j,) be alternating injr ,...,jl, . 
An element w E Ar’V is called pure, or completely reducible, if there exist vi in 1’ 
such that 
In terms of the B-coordinates for w, necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
complete reducibility of w are given by the Eqs. (1) in the Introduction. If w is 
nonzero and completely reducible, it may be associated with the p-dimensional 
subspace 
of V, which has (or ,..., vl,:- for K-basis if (17) holds. (For a proof of these 
assertions, cf. [ 141.) 
The completely reducible w in API- form the K-rational points of the u$rze 
Grassman variety G,(T’), which may be defined as the image of the morphism 
This forms a cone over the projective Grassmann manifold G,_l(PI,*) whose 
K-rational points parametrize the (p - I)-d imensional linear subspaces of 
PI,-. 
Similarly, we define the afine pug variety Flag( T;) to be the image of the 
morphism 
C&r: 7Zl/-+ t; (V, ,..., V,) t, V1 + V1 A Z’? + “. i- VI A 2’2 A .” A z’,,; 
this is a multicone over the projectivefIag manifold 
Flag(PV) C PI’ x PA2V x ... x PA” I&‘. 
The latter has for generic point 
([Vl], [VI A a2] ,..., [Z’l A ” A Z1n-l]) 
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(where c1 ,..., ~,-r are independent generic vectors in I-) and its K-rational points 
parametrize theflags in PT-, i.e., the sequences 
where 1,’ is an i-dimensional linear subspace of PJ7. It is known that Flag(V), 
Flag(PJi) are reduced irreducible subschemes of I-, PI-, respectively; note also 
that Flag(PJ -) is a subscheme of G&PI-) ’ ‘.. :.: G, _y(PJ,‘). 
1Ve shall find it more convenient to work with the affine flag I-ariety rather than 
the projective flag manifold, because in Section 6 we shall wish to :eneralize theac 
matters from vector spaces to modules; for the results in the present section it is a 
matter of indifference which of the two is studied. (Roughly speaking, the 
relation between Flag( I’) and Flag(PJ-) is similar to the relation between the 
representation theory of GL(n) and of SL(n).) 
1Ve now turn to the problem of determining generators for the prime ideal of 
the affinc flag variety Flag( I’), i.e., f hr the kernel of the K-algebra homo- 
morphism 
dual to the morphism DV . R[A J’] is the polynomial ring over K on the 2” 
independent indeterminates: 
fl(jI ,..., j,) (for 1 :< p < n, 1 1 ji Q ... -< j,, < TZ) and L7( ). 
which are the linear functionals on A V assigning to each 
co == W(, -c q + .” -+ w,1 (Wi E ‘4’1’) 
its R-coordinates 
WA Y.,jrJ(~) _- WjI ~...,j,)(~,), n( )(w) = coo. 
Similarly, K[lzJ7] is the polynomial ring over K on the n2 independent indeter- 
minates X,,i (1 .< i s< II, 1 <j :< 1~) defined by -Ytj(C al,,.fi; ,..., C a,(,fk) = atj 
It is readily verified that the map ds$ takes ZT( ) to 0, and takes I7(j, ,...,j,) to 
the subdeterminant of the n Y ?z matrix ” , S,j :I obtained from the first p rows 
and columns/, ,..., jr,; its kernal is thus given by the following theorem: 
‘rHEOHEB1 3.1. Let R be any conwvzutatiz~e ring with 1, let n any positire integer, 
and let R[-1-J be the po&zomial riq oz‘er R in n2 commuting independent indeter- 
minates Sjj (1 < i :g n, 1 -< j < n). Let R[II] be the po&nomial Cng over R in 
2” - 1 independent indeterminates 
431/61;‘2-IO 
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with the meuning of II(jl (..., j,) extended to all sequences jl ,..., j, of integers 
between 1 and n by requiring that it be alternatinLg in the j’s. Finally, let 
4*: R[z7] - zqq 
be the R-a[rebra homomorphism which maps each lIl( j, ,.,., j,) into 
Then the ideal Iit~$~~ i?l R[lI] ‘, 4 IJ ~ etceruted 1))~ the union of the imngcs cd. the 
follozuiy functions: 
(tz Y; p q r I, all J’s arltl K’s hu7,itz,<l ~OHIVZWL riornuitl [I ,_.,, 11 i). 
Remark. In other words, Ker 4’” is generated as an ideal by the set ofclements 
in R[17] which (employing the abuse of notation described in Example 2.2) may 
be written 
I-- z (.j$,) ... (.L),.) 
1. ,sl.... S,..j’ I 
c fl(.jl ,...,.i,) Z7(& ,..., /:4) (20) 
(t1 p q J I, a11 j’s and k’s integers between 1 and n). 
Proof of ‘Theorem 3. I . Denote by L the ideal in R[II] generated by the union 
of the imqes of the functions (19). The fact 
follows immediately from lkample 2.2 in Section 2. Thus, to complete the proof 
of the theorem, it suffices to exhibit a subset N of R[n] with the two following 
properties: 
(A) The image of H generates R[II]/L as an R-module 
(B) The images under $* of the elements of H are linearly independent 
over R. 
(Indeed, given (A), both maps in 
RH -+ R[II]/L - R[ZZ]/Ker a* 
arc epimorphisms of R-modules, while (B) implies the composite map is manic, 
whence the second map is an isomorphism and L -= Ker +*.) 
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We define N to consist of 1 together with all monomials 
all j’s integers between 1 and n, with 
These are the “standard power products” of Young [23], used by Hodge to 
study the Grassmann and flag manifolds in [7, p. 241; in Section 5 of the same 
paper, Hodge proves that H has property (3). (Although dealing only with fields 
of characteristic 0, his proof is in fact valid for any commutative ring R.) 
It remains to be proved that H has property (A). Thus, given any- monomial 
DJ of the form (21) (but not necessarily satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii)), 
we must show w differs from an R-linear combination of elements of H by an 
element in L. Unless twoj’s occurring in the same factor of w are equal (in which 
case w : 0) we may assume (possibly replacing w by -w) that w satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii); let fl(a, ,..., n,J denote the set of all expressions (21) 
satisfying (i) and (ii) for given a, ,..., u, 
If w already has property (iii) we are done; if not, we havej,,,,. j, ,~ for some 
zL, 7,‘. I’ satisfying 1 :< u 5;; 21 5; s, I < y :;’ n,.; then w differs by one of the given 
generators ofL from the sum which we write (by an abuse of notation) 
This sum (dropping terms which are 0) may be written in the form 
with each w, in /I(a, ,..., a,); moreover, each wi occurs later than w in the linear 
ordering on the finite set /I(a, ,..., n,) obtained by lesiocographically ordering 
the sequences 
(associated with the elements (21) by reading their indices from right to left). 
Hence, a finite number of iterations of this process yields the desired representa- 
tion of w, which complete the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. The preceding proof that H has property (A) is a bit sketchy; the 
reader may find the details supplied in [IS, Proposition 2.11. This part of the 
proof is also essentially due to Hodge [6, Sect. 31, with some modifications 
needed because Hodge used a generating set slightly different from the one used 
here (cf. Corollary 3 to Theorem 5.3 in Section 5). 
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C‘OHC)LL.\RT I. If AY is a jield of characteristic 0, Eqr. (I) and (2) of the Ijztro- 
ductloll generate the @me ideal of the flag variety. 
PWC$ Immediate from C’orollary 1 to Proposition 2.2 and the discussion 
immcdiatcly preceding Theorem 3.1. 
The ncrt twr, corollaries are most conveniently proved together. 
C’oKol.I,.wI- 2. IA I’ : I I .I l...l I ‘.j be a partitioning nf a fiuite set I:‘ into c 
disjoirrt .&sets: let 
( ., ll(1.1 ?...j z’j.cr 1, a, : #r-, (I --:j s) 
and assume 
(21 (IL! ... 1.: aI, -1 0. 
Tllen a -free Z-basis for Z[S(E)]YG!(P) (-4 b lence also a free R-busis fw 
R[S(E)]; R:VM(P), R being an-v commutative ring with 1) is fwnid~ed 1)~ the image 
nf the set II’ (with H’ C S(E) r Z[S(E)]) defined as follows: 
Tire jir-st d@e n total orderity -:. on E hi 
111.1 ‘.- ‘.’ -:: II ,,,,, -.< zlz,l .-: .‘. cc.. lL2,“z -: “’ 1 IA,,,, 
and then (k/i?le a E S(E) to he standard if it satisjies the two fnllowitq conditions: 
(:I) ml,.l “‘. .‘i cm, (( / (1 --.j-. s); 
(I>) w .,, “Us,/. _- (1 5 k . us); 
$?~a/!\~ we dqfirre Fi’ to be the set of all standard o t S(E). 
C'OROLIARY 3. Let R be a commutative ring with I, II a positiz,e intyger, 
R[X] as in Theorem 3.1. Define a left action of S,, on R[S] 0~ 
(J .f(.Yj,, >..., s,,, 1..., -Y,,,,,) -= f(&,,l ,...1 -I-;.,,, I...1 .V,,.,,,,) (0 t S,,) 
Suppose a1 .‘. CI, :: 0,x, aj -= n. 
Then the left annihilator in Z[S,,] of the element 
in R[S] (notation us in Theorem 3.1) is !Ya(P), where I’ :- {ctl ,.... I .,; 1.s the 
partition&y qf :I ,..., tl] dejked bv 
l’, = [I,...,Nl II, l.2 -= ja, -k 1 ,..., a, f a.,;, etc., i.e.. 
I -, -~ /k: u1 ... i- ajpl -:I k -e-z aI r ... ~1 ai\ (I : j ‘sl 
PIw~f of C’orolla~~ 12 and CorolZary 3. By precisely the same reasoning used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 to show H satisfies Condition A, we may sho\v (undcl 
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the hypothesis of Corollary 2) that every 0 E S(E) differs from a Z-linear com- 
bination of standard t E I-1’ by an element in the left ideal in Z[S(E)] generated 
by the elements 
(I :: p z s, 1 s’ q < s, p - q, a, ;r. a0 r I) 
together with the elements 
1 + (“.i.#j.*) ( 1 < j :: s, I < p ; ‘1 : a,) (22b) 
(for WC may use these generators to reduce o to a linear combination of standard 
permutations, as the relations (20) were used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.). 
But the left ideal generated by (22a), (22b) is ‘Y&(P), which shows: 
(1) the image of H’ spans Z[S(E)]iUfl(P) over Z. 
For the remainder of the proof we shall assume (as we may without loss of 
generality in C‘orollary 2) that E = (l,..., n>, that the partitionings in Corollaries 
2 and 3 coincide, and that the ordering (22) is the usual one on {I,..., nj, which 
means 
uj,l == o1 -1 “’ -‘- a,-, + 1, ui,2 = a, + ‘.. -t a,_* + 2 ,...) uj,,, == a, 3- “’ i aj . 
For (J E S,, , we have 
u ‘? w = 7r(al,..., au,) T(U(lzl -t I) )..., u(q + a)) “‘. 
Now observe the two following facts: 
(2) w is nnnihilated by R . !Yed(P) (this follows from Theorem 3.1, and 
indeed from Sylvester’s theorem). 
(3) u - P u ~’ CI) mnps H’ injecti~e<~ into the set H of Theorem 3.1, which zuus 
proved linear[v independent over R. 
(‘orollaries 2 and 3 are both immediate consequences of (I), (2), and (3) (with 
R Z for Corollary 2). 
COROLLARY 4. Let F denote the function Zrl Example 2.6; then the annihilator 
of F in R[S(E)] is R . uYCT(P). 
Proof. With notation as in Example 2.6, let h denote the map D -+ E which 
sends 
.I 1.1 >..., “La, 9 J2,l )...> J2,“2 Y...T JS,“, 
(in that order) into l,..., n. 
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It sufices to show the annihilator ofF is contained in R #“/CT(P); this follows, 
using the notation and result of the preceding Corollary 3, from 
t E R[,V(L;)] and u o F 0 q :- 0 =. (a .F)(X) = ty 5 w ‘. 1 E R . iz//,‘I(p). 
‘I’hc final result WC shall prove in this section, is that the first corollar!- to 
‘Ihccnwn 3. I does not hold without the hypothesis char K 0: 
i’R0P05iTI0~ 3.2. If I- is a 5-dirnemion~rl e?ectol- space over (I liehi of charac- 
teristic 2, the left sides of the eyuatiom (I), (2) in the Ivtroducth do mt gcnwztc the 
priiiw ideal yf Tilag( I -).. 
Proof. In the present notation, the assertion to be proved is, that Kcr D;. 
properl! contains the ideal in K[AlJ g encrated by I7( ) together with the 
elements 
Il(i, ,..,, i,) II(jl ,..., j,) - f 1T(i, ... i,_,j,i,~,, .” i,,) n(i,& ‘-‘,;,,) (23) 
s-1 
(5>p y I, all i’s andj’s between 1 and 5). It suffices to shovv the clement 
G 17(3,4, 5) n( l(2) 
- II( 1,2, 5) Iq3,4) - I7( 1,4, 2) q3, 5) - q3, I, 2) I7(4, 5) 
in Ker Qz (which lies in the range of the function ,~~,a.?; cf. (I 9)) is not a K[A I’]- 
linear combination of TI( ) and the elements (23). By simple degree considera- 
tions, it suffices to show G is not a F,-linear combination of the following special 
elements in (23): 
(all i’s and j’s between 1 and 5). (34) 
Let IT7 dcnotc the JOO-dimensional subspace of 1;,[,11’] generated over I+‘, 
by all n(i,i,i,) 17(j,jz) (i’s andj’s between 1 and 5); then II’ contains G and the 
elements(24), and it suffices to define a linear functional Y on II’which is 0 for the 
elements (24) and takes on the value 1 for G. Such a linear functional is supplied 
by the function ,y of Example 2.5 in Section 2; WC define 
!P vanishes c,n the elements (74), because g( j, , ja , i, , i, , ia) is synmctric from 
(j,: to Ii, 1 I2 , ix; and Y(G) - : I because of (1 I). 
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Note. By similar reasoning, the (still open) question of whether, for I; an 
n-dimensional vector space over a field k, the prime ideal of the Grassmann 
variety G,(V) is generated by Eqs. (1) in the Introduction, may be seen to be 
equivalent to the following purely combinatorial question (involving the given 
field K and integer n). 
PROBLEM. Let f (/Yl ,..., & , ITI ,..., I-,) be a function of {-Xel ,..., Y,}-indexed 
variables, u!ith common domain D, taking values in a vector-space over k, and 
alternating in 11 = [Xl ,..., -Yn) and J’ = {Yl ,..., I’,). If f is symmetric from U 
to IT and from [S,) to b’, must f have Ehung svmmetry from CT to V ? 
The answer is in the affirmative if char k = 0. It is conceivable the answer is 
in the aflirmative even if f is allowed to take values in an arbitrary Abelian group. 
There is no loss of generality involved in assuming D == (1 ,..., 2x1. It is easy to 
see that if f has symmetry from one (hence every, by Proposition 2.1) i-element 
subset of U to V, then f has symmetry from (n - i)-element subsets of lJ to V; 
hence the answer is in the affirmative if n -Z 3. The first nontrivial case is thus 
n == 4, char k == 2; some work involving the use of a computer (in which 
Kenneth Baclawski was kind enough to aid the author) seems to prove the 
answer is affirmative in this particular case a1so.r 
4. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE YOUSG ALTER~~TER AND THE 
YOUNG ALTERNATION IDEAL 
Throughout this section, we shall maintain the following assumptions of 
Section 2: 
f E PE), (A, --I-) . 1s an Abelian group, L: is a finite set, D is any set. Also, we 
shall adopt, for the remainder of this paper, the usual convention whereby li 
being any subset of E, we identify S(U) in S(E), Z[S(U)] in Z[S(E)], via the 
injection i: S(U) + S(E) defined by 
i(z-)e = ne if eE CJ (5-ES(U),eEE). 
e if e $ c’. 
DEFINITION 4. I. If 1’ C E, we define 
Sym(U) = C u EZ[S(E)], 
UG.s( 0) 
Alt(U) == c (sgn U)U E Z[S(K)]. 
OES(U) 
1 E. Procesi and C. de Concini, after examining a preprint of the present paper, have 
notified the author that the case II = 5, char ~= 2 gives a counterexample. 
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If P is a partitioning of E (cf. Definition 2.5) we define: 
S!;m(P) L : .n Sym(r’), Ah(P) = fl AIt( 
UEP UEP 
S(P) {n in S(R): .x E C’ E P =:- a.\‘ E lj; = S(C,) .” S( Z-J. 
lienlark. If ( ‘, C,.’ are disjoint subsets of E, S( C’) and S( C-‘) commute 
elementwise (with the above identifications); it follows that each of Sym( I:), 
Alt( c’) commutes with each of Sym( U’), ,41t( CT’), whence the above products 
make sense. Note that Sym( Z,‘) cf, Sym(P) cf are symmetric in Cr and in P, 
respectively; similarly, Alt( CT) of and Ah(P) 0 f are alternating in I: and in P, 
respectively. 
While Young alternation, and the Toung alternation ideal, are defined with 
respect to a partitioning P = CC.‘, ,..., lT.4 of E into disjoint sets, the dqfinition 
of the k’ou?y altemater requires in addition the assignment of a hear ordering to each 
of these sets, as we shall now see. This discrepancy deserves further discussion, 
and we shall return to it. 
DEFINTION 4.2. Let P,: : I(( -, , -. .i) ,..., (C-, , <-.,)j be a set of linearly 
ordered disjoint nonempty sets whose union is E; for 1 <i .< s, let the elements 
of Z,-] in the ordering <j bc IL,;,~ ,..., I(~ .!,, (so (lj ~~ #CT,). 
\Ve define the jtlz roz! qf P to be 7 ., (I j _. s) and let P denote the parti- 
tioning ( CT1 ,..., I:,q) of E. 
\Vc define the hth colu~~n qf I’, to be the (unordered) set f, consisting of all 
Ci,> in E with second index h (for 1 ’ Iz ,Z max nj)) and we let 1’: denote the 
partitioning (I .I , I’, ,...I of E. 
Finally, we define the YWonng altematerfor P, to be the element 
Y=1(P,J = ,Ilt(P) Sym(P,T) 
in Z[S(fi)], and define the IUung symmetrizes foq P, to be 
Remark. Note that this definition does not depend on a choice of ordering 
in P, i.e., between the s elements 1 ‘r ,..., ls,s of P, as in the usual formulation via 
tableaus. 
THE~RIZM 4.1. If R is a commutative ring with 1, E, and P, as in Definition 
4.2, then the left annihilator of YA(P,) in R[S(E)] is R ,!YG’(P). 
Proof. \Ve assume, as we may without loss of generality, that (using the 
notation of Definition 4.2): 
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being the usual one. 
To prove the theorem, it suffices to construct an element w in some left 
R[S,,]-module with the two following properties: 
(I) The annihilator of w in R[S,] is R !YCi’(P). 
(2) If 01 E R[S(E)J, then a: 0 w =m- 0 --. olI’.-I(P,) = 0. 
For this purpose, me use the element 
(0 =: 77(1,..., al)r(al + I ,..., a, AL a,) ... 7r(u1 -‘-- ... ;- nsel + I,..., n) E L7[AY] 
(using the notation of Theorem ?.l), the left action of R[S,] on n[A’] being 
the “column action” defined bl 
CT ,-f(s,,, )..., 4\i,.j )...) =-:.f(L’il,nl )..., si,o, ,...) (UE S,) (25) 
We know that (I ) holds by Corollary 3 to Theorem 3. I. and must nest verify (2). 
We begin by noting that 
mav be rewritten as 
where the action of R[S,] is that given by (25) and the by’s are the columns of Pi 
as given by Definition 4.2; if the reader wishes, these V’s may be thought of 
as the columns of the Young’s tableau 
a, + ... -t a,<-, + l,...) n 
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w = Alt(P) 0 H, 0 = n n A-,& EIqX]. 
I I..E v, 
iV:e next observe that if CT E S,, , 
(26) 
whence (the v, denoting elements of R) 
Hence, if o E R[S,,], then 
as was to be proved. 
RCWUZP~U. The special cast of this theorem when R := 6’ wx cssentiall! 
known to Young [24, Sect. 131. Let us consider one consequence of the theorem 
just proved, in this special case that R is a field of characteristic 0. In this case 
one knows that R[S(E)] is semisimple, and that the right ideal generated b\, 
IV.~3(P,J in .R[S(E)] is minimal; recall also that ITAJ(P,.) is a quasi-idcmpotent: 
where y is a positive integer (cf. [3] or [ 151). Let z-2 be an R-module, I) any set; 
it then follows from Theorem 4.1 that !YQ’(P) 1s a maximal left idcal, and that 
I-.d(P,) c projects i3tDE) onto the sub-R-module of functions which have 
Young alternation in P; thus, this class of functions may be characterized as 
There is, it seems to the author, one dissdvantagc possessed 13~ this latte; 
characterization (which is related to Wcyl’s definition of “quantics”) as opposed 
to that hy j//g (which is related to the extension of Weyl’s construction by 
Carter and Lusztig), namely, that the class of functions in question depends only 
on the partitioning P, not on the extra structure required in the definition of P. 
(i.e., the assignment of an ordering to each set in P). The topics \ve are no\\ 
studying stand in the closest connection with the representation theory of the 
symmetric group; for this reason one must be more careful than usual about 
making nonnatural identifications between a set CT, of cardinality ~7; and the set 
(l,..., 0,:. 
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In general, the combinatorial structure of a Young tableau involves more than 
that of a partitioning into ordered sets (though only the latter is involved in the 
definition of the Young alternater), which in turn involves more structure than 
is required for the questions we have been studying, which only depend on the 
partitoning P. (This extra structure is, however, helpful in situations where 
a basis is required, and is implicit in the definition of the basis H of “standard” 
elements used in the proof of Theorem 3.1; it is also useful in defining the vvell- 
known “hookproduct” rule for the integer y in (27)) 
5. THE TURNBULL-HODGE GENERATORS 
The reader is reminded of the classical convention for writing symmetric 
polynomials, whereby, for instance, the symmetrization 
of the polynomial .r,%,%, in R[x, , ~a , x’s] means 
rather than 
the latter form being undesirable if char k = 2. It will now be useful to formalize 
this convention. 
DEFINITIOX 5.1. Let E be a finite set, P = (0; ,..., Cr,: a partitioning of E 
into disjoint nonempty subsets, and J’ another subset of E. Letf be a function of 
E-indexed variables, which have a common domain, withf taking values in some 
Abelian group. 
Pick any set L of left coset representatives for 
S(P) f7 S(V) = S( U, n l,‘) ... S( CT,< n 1’) in S(J): 
S(J) = u X[S(J) n S(P)]. 
AEL 
rffk symmetric in P, we set 
Sym( J- / P)f = C h 0 f; 
AEL 
similarl;, if./’ is alternating in P, we set 
Alt( V / P)f = c (sgn h)X of. 
AEL 
Revrnrks. ‘lhese modified symmetrizers and alternators difl’cr (n-lxn the\ 
are defined) from the more usual ones only by a numerical factor: we have 
Sym(J-) ;sf = C‘. Sym( J,* ~ P)fiff’ IS symmetric in P, Alt(V) ,~f _- (’ r\lt( I ’ ~ P)f 
if .f is alternating in I-‘, with 
\ 
C !;I (#[C:, n l-l)! #[S( I,-) n S(P)]. w 
‘l’hc point is this: If .f is symmetric in P, then each term in Sxm( J -1 ,J f‘ 
zoiS(,., CJ ‘~ .f is repeated C times, since 0 .f ~~ or ‘sf if ~7% E .S(P): I,\ cxtcnding 
the sum only over I,, we select one out of each set of C equal terms. 
Xote that ‘Theorem 5.3 below and its corollaries all bccomc false if this 
modified alternation is replaced by the usual kind. 
Sym( J,- P)fis only defined iffin symmetric in P, and is then symmetric in 1. 
(but not, in general, symmetric in P). Similarly, if f is alternating in P, then 
=Ilt( JT I P)f is alternating in I,‘. 
Sym( I- P) and Alt( J - I P) are easily seen to be independent of the particular 
choice I, of left coset representatives. If we assume a particular total orderinK 
for I<, we ma!. then chooseZ, to be the set 
I,. ~~-I, (I’, 1.) if7 i S(E): for 1 ’ i s, 0 (C:, n IT) is monotonic incrcasing~. 
(29) 
‘The earliest reference the author has for the operation Alt( I - I’) on I’-alter- 
natinq functions is ‘Turnbull [20, J 7. 27, 431, where this modified alternation is 
indicated by p&in;: dots over the variables to be alternated. 
of variables indexed by 
1:’ {(i,j): 1 i :.,, m, I -< j :. 72) 
zuith common domain RI!, and taking values in R (mhere [C, ,..., C’,,] cienotcs, as in 
Section 1, the ?I .; ?J determinant WhoSe ith co&m is c‘, E R”). 
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Let P,, j C, ,..., LIP,,,,) denote the partitiohg of E into the m disj,int subsets 
If r . i.~ UNV subset of E of cardinalit? 
La-( r.) f - 0). 
:. II, then Alt(T- ~ P,,)f = 0 ((I fortiori, 
Pror!. Sate tirst that f alternates in P. so Alt( L7 j P,)f makes sense. The 
proof is now the same as that of (4.) (which this generalizes): 
Any K-multilinear function of variables with common domain R”, which 
alternates in II 1 of the variables must be 0, and Alt( I7 P,,)f has these 
propertics. 
.\‘otr. This result was proved (using a rather complicated argument which 
proves a hit more) by Turnbull [20, p. 45, 481. 
.For the rtwaiwler oj- this section, we resume the assumptions of Section 2: 
.f E .-I’“h’. (.-I, ) is an i\belian group, E is a finite set, II is any set. 
~'HEOREM 5.2. Letf hazse I’oung alternation in apartitioning P -= [C; ,..., C,i 
of B. If r _ k a subset qf E. of cardinalit? greater than that of an?! Ci it meets, then 
Alt( I - ~ P)f -- 0 
(a fortiori. .-llt( I -) c f = 0). 
Proof. Let I, be a complete set of left coset representatives for S(P) 17 S( I ‘) 
in S( I .). and set 
t\: --L 1 (sgn h)h EH[S(E)]; 
AGL 
by dctinition. 
Alt( I,’ j P)f = 2 JL 83 f, 
and it suthces to prove 01 E ‘!l/0Z(P). 
W’c may assume without loss of generality that I’ meets every Z; , since 
neither CL nor the truth of the assertion to be proved are affected if we subtract 
from I:’ and from P those ITi disjont from I-. We may also assume that 
i? = I! . . . . . ~21, and that 
CT; l-j: a, ~- ... + aipl < j < a1 + ... $ ai), a, ‘;. .. 1, a, :., 0, 
We now invoke the element w of Corollary 3 to Theorem 3.1 (with Ii m-: Z) whose 
left annihilator in Z[S,] is c!VCf!(P); thus, it suffices to prove that the following 
expression (using the notation of the corollary just cited) equals 0: 
\ 0, sL (sgn A) ~(hl,..., ha,) rr(h(a, -1. I) ,.,., h(a, + a.,)) .‘. TT(..., An). 
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Observe that n(il ,..., i,,) is the determinant [Ci ... Ci DotI .. U,], where C‘, is 
the ith column of the n ‘,: n matrix 11 Sjj 1; used in the udefinition of DJ. and Di is 
the column of length n with I in the ith place and O’s elsewhere. Applying 
Proposition 5.1 with R I- Z[S,,, ,..., AI’,,,,l] we see that the E-indesed function 
f~ R’R”)” defined b\ 
f((c’,,,~(i,,,E~) = Alt( I7 / P,,) fi [C(i, I), . . . . qi, n)] 
i-1 
(with I’,, as in Proposition 5.1) is identically 0. Applying this to the map 
C. P ---> RI’ defined hy . I 
qi,jj cl+... ,lI 1 , (1 I .; .-_ n,), 
J% (ui -.. j < n) 
we obtain a ‘~ w : 0, which completes the proof. (cf. argument in Ikn~~ple 3.2) 
.\.vte. ‘I’hc same method may be used to extend a number of other detcr- 
minantal identities of Turnbull [30, p. 45, p. 481 to properties of functions with 
Young alternation. 
Alt(F 1 { ,C -, k’;)f = 0. (30) 
Proof. I,et the total ordering -.I on E be defined by 
l.- :-= : J1 ,..., J,,:, r- -_ (II-, )..., K ’ Q’, 
#r- = p, #V := q, 
J1 < ... -: J,, <ICI < ... -: K,. 
Consider the left ideal Y in Z[S(E)] generated by all the 
I+ (JiJi) (1 < i -:j -.. p), 
I + (KiKj) (I < i cj -; p), 
I’, = C [(sgn A)X: X E S(E), h 1 F n U and h E’ n I 
(F !L E, #I 
‘I’hen (30) holds precisely when f is left annihilated by 
theorem it suffices to prove 




: I #i. ). (31c) 
Y and to prove the 
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Xote first that, if f has Young alternation from I’ to U, hence, has Young 
symmetry in {U, I’}, then f satisfies (30) by Theorem 5.2; by Proposition 2.6, 
Corollary 1, it follows that 
I// c !l/a?(P). 
Thus we have the canonical epimorphism of left Z[S(E)]-modules 
1: ‘z[S(E)]/!Y + Z[S(E)]/az(P) 
and are done if we can prove L is manic. 
By Corollary 2 to Theorem 3.1, Z[S(E)]/L(/CZ(P) is Z-free on the image of the 
subset t-l’ of S(E) consisting of all x E S(E) which satisfy: 
Thus, we are done if w-e can prove the assertion that Z[S(E)]/GG is spanned by 
the image of H’ (since then L is surely manic). This last assertion is proved by 
exactly the same argument we used to prove the corresponding assertion with 
!VcT(P) in place of g: 
Ure must show every CJ E S’(E) is congruent mod Y to a Z-linear combination of 
elements in H’. Without loss of generality, we may assume u satisfies (32a), 
since at any rate 0 differs from such a permutation by a Z[S(E)]-linear combina- 
tion of elements (31 a), (31 b). If CT E Ei ’ we arc done; if not, for some i between 1 
and q, 
OJI ‘> aA’, .
To visualize the next step better, it is helpful to associate with u the Young 
tableau 
Note that both columns are increasing from top to bottom, with respect to the 
given ordering on E. We next make use of the element r, in H’ (cf. (31~)) with 
F == (Ki ,..., Ki , J, ,..., JD) to express 0 as the sum of an element UT, in <Y and 
the linear combination 
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with each ‘si having its tableau derived from the above tableau for (7 by inter- 
changing several elements in the second column with the same number of 
strictlv larger elements in the first column (strictly lar,qer, since 
nk-l. . . . h-i oJ, .. -c: rrJ,,; 
we again assume each U( satisfies (37a)). 
It only remains to impose a total ordering on the set of all 0 satisfying (32a), 
in such a way that (7 always precedes each of the or obtained above (since then 
repetition of this procedure terminates, with an expression for CT of the desired 
form, after a finite number of steps). 11-e may do this by the lexicographic 
ordering described in the proof of Theorem 3.1 , or, following F-lodge [6] and 
assuming (as we may without loss of generality) that E C Z and so the J’s and 
K’s are distinct integers, it is s&icent to note that the sum of the integers in 
the first column of the Young’s tableau decreases as KC pass from 0 to each 0, 
C'OROLLARY 1. Let f be nltelnating in o partitioning 1’ of /:‘; then the following 
condition is necessary and suficient for f to luwe Iimng altermztion in P: 
If F is any subset of E that meets precisely two subsets C-, I -’ of E belonging 
to P. where furthermore 
then 
#F ~= I -~ mas(#l , #(‘I), 
Alt( I7 i Z’)f 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let I’ [l :1 ,..., i.,<i he a partitioniq of E into s disjoint sets, 
und let < he a total ordering on E. &-lssume also 
#[.I “” #l.,< 0. 
Then the left ideal !VlT(l’) in Z[S(E)] ‘. 13 generated 6v the set of nil elements of the _ 
tzco .follozuing kinds: 
Proof. Let f be a function of K-indexed variables with common domain, 
taking values in an Abelian group, and alternating in P. By Theorem 5.3, f is 
annihilated by all the above elements r,., , if and only if f has Young symmetry 
from CTj to C), 1 for 1 c j ._ s; this is true if and only if.f has Young alternation 
in P, by Propositions 2.3 and 3.4 (cf. proof of Corollar\- 3 to Proposition 2.6). 
The result now follows bv C’orollary 1 to Proposition 2.6. 
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COROLLARY 3. With the notation of Theorem 3.1, Ker +* (i.e., if R is ajeld, 
essentially the prime ideal of the flag variety) is generated by the union of the images 
of all the functions 
where 
n>p>q>l,FC{J, )...) K*j~,#V=p+l, 
p = {(JI ,...t J,}, WI ,...> Kg,>>, 
and the common domain of the J’s and K’s is (1 ,..., nj. 
Proof. Applying the special case of Corollary 2 when s = 2, we see it is 
equivalent to say that Ker rj* is generated by the ranges of all 
01 0 n(J1 ,..., J,) WG v..., Kg) 
with n > p > 4 3 1, 01 E ?Y0’({( J1 ,..., J,], {KI ,..., I&}}); we know this to 
be the case by Theorem 3.1. 
Xote. The equations of Corollary 3 (but with Alt( V 1 P) replaced by Alt( I’), 
so that they no longer generate the prime ideal in characteristic p) are essentially 
those used by Hodge in [7], and by Hodge and Pedoe in [8], to study the 
Grassmann and flag manifolds, Hodge acknowledges Turnbull [20] as his source 
for these in [7, p. 251; in Turnbull these equations occur in the Alt( V ] P) form 
6. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE “@ANTICS" AND “CONNEXES" CONSTRUCTIONS 
Assume k’ = W* and W are dual fiiite-dimensional vector spaces over the 
field h, with canonical pairing denoted by (, ). Recall that there is induced a 
duality pairing, which we shall also denote by (, 1, between Dk’ and APW, 
uniquely specified by 
(VI A ... A vB, w1 A ... A zuy:j := det I~(E~ , wj)ll (v’s in V, W’S in W). 
Let 
B = {e, ,..., e,l, B’ = lfi ,...,fJ 
be dual k-bases for V and W respectively, so 
'/f?j ,fj) = Sij. 
The coordinates 
IT(i, ,..., id)(w) (i’s between 1 and n) 
.+81/61/2-11 
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with respect to B of an element 
in AT -, as described at the beginning of Section 3, are thus given by 
Iqi, ? ...) i,)(w) = .:wI, ,f,, A I.. A fi,, . (33) 
The coordinate ring R[Flag( V)] of th e a variety of L’ is then generated as a fl g 
k-algebra by the restrictions 
n(il ,..., i,) = ZI(i, ,..., i,) 1 Flag(V) 
of these coordinate functions to the flag variety, again as in Section 3. This 
algebra possesses the following natural gradation: if 
we define 
c ,,I I..... “‘( 1.) _ ‘,l”l, .“.qbp7 
to be the k-submodule of h[Flag( C’)] g enerated by all elements of the form 
4jl,, ... jl.n, ) 44, .‘. 4.,,,) ... 4i,q,l ... G,, 1. * (34) 
Clearly we have 
/@Jag(~)] = k G 
f 
QJ C” . . . . . ,,,%p- . 
n>a,>...>a, ! 
A:ote. In the case char K = 0, Hodge [7] called expressions of the form 
(34) (with “(ii ,..., i3 interpreted as in Theorem 3.1 rather than as above, which 
is equivalent to taking V = K”), “conne.res oftJy5e (h, ,..., bt)” (where b, +- ... + b, 
is the partition conjugate to a, + ... 1 a,), and conjectured a formula for the 
dimension of the vector space C”l~.~.as(k”) of th ese connexes (i.e., a postulation 
formula for the flag manifold). Littlewood [13] pointed out that this conjecture 
followed immediately from known results on the representations of GL(n); 
indeed, there is a natural action of GL(71) on C’“~~~..,“(/P), and in this way one 
obtains all finite-dimensional irreducible polynomial representations of GL(n), 
with no repetitions. G. Higman [.5] made the important further observation that, 
with no assumptions on the characteristic of K, since CQ*....~( V) = Aal*.~.~asW is
a covariant functor of W, there is a (functorial) representation 
of GL( Pi;) over k. 
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We now turn to the problem of obtaining generators and relations for the 
commutative k-algebra 
k @ @pp....“. W) = k[Flag(W*)]. 
In the first place, as noted by Higman [5] we may embed A W as a sub-k-module 
(not subalgebra) of k[Flag( W*)], which generates k[Flag( IV*)] as a k-algebra, 
via the k-homomorphism 
1: .4 W --f k[Flag( W*)] 
defined hy: 
L(l/lW) = lLIFla&‘*)l > 
4&l): f a’, t-, (w, 9 d,:z (each W, E A* W*) 
R-O 
for I cp 5; n,+,EA”W. 
Indeed, Im L contains the generators 
44 ,...) i,) = L(fil A ... A fi ) P 
for k[Flag( W*)], by (33) * and c is injective, since otherwise some nontrivial 
k-linear combination of these r(il ,..., D i ) would be 0, which is impossible by 
Theorem 3. I. 
We shall regard L as an identification, and will denote the multiplication in 
k[Flag(TV*)] by a dot. Thus, Aal**.., “SW is spanned over k by elements of the 
form 
(all ZL’~,~ in IV). 
The relations on the generating set A W for k[Flag( W*)], i.e., the kernel of the 
k-algebra epimorphism 
L’: SAW G k[A W*] k k[Flag( W*)] 
induced by L may be obtained by Theorem 3.1: this kernel is generated as an 
ideal in S/l W by the union of the images of the following functions (in which * 
denotes the commutative product in the ring S/l W): 
g D*Q.+ =
i 
I - c 
l<Sl<‘..<S,<P 
(UqWl) ‘-’ (U+)] 0 {(U1 A ‘*’ A UD)*(VI A .** A U,)] 
(n 3 $J > q > r > l), the U’S and w’s having common domain B* = ,(fi ,..., fn). 
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A fortiori, this is still true if instead we take the U’S and W’S to have common 
domain ET’. Thus, we are led to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let R be a commutative ring with I, and 6t’ an R-module. 
By the shape-aZge6ra /l-W of TV will be meant the commutative associative 
unitary R-algebra, specified to within unique R-isomorphism by the three 
following properties: 
(i) _ 1. E contnim AE as a generating I<-submodule. 
(ii) 1 .,E = 1.1.1:. 
(iii) If p . q 0, the function (-\; A ‘.. A S,) (1; A ... A 1,) of 
variables indexed by ;S, ,..., 1,1, with common domain H’, taking values in 
/l+W, has \-oung symmetry from (1; ,..., E’,: to {-\; ,..., -lT1,l (where multi- 
plication in il is here indicated by a dot). 
Ifa,:... ,-u;-O,then/‘l LLl....,arFIJ will denote the R-submodule of 11 II7 
spanned b!- all 
and an element of /lnl*...* asll’will be called a skupe in @‘of degree (al ,..., a,). 
Observe that these (lair’..’ as coincide, when R -= k is a field and TT’is a finite 
k-module, with those of the earlier discussion, while /l ‘~I{’ is then naturally 
isomorphic to k[Flag( IV*)]. We note that, ifxfZ1 n, =: n and e, ,..., e,, are linearly 
independent elements of H’, we obtain a representation of S,, on the subspace 
k[S,] 0 (e, A “. A e,l)(e,l,, A .” A e,l+,p) .” (.” A en) 
of il”l....~“sIP (where S, acts by permuting the subscripts); we shall omit here 
the verification that, if char k == 0, we obtain in this way all irreducible repre- 
sentations of S, over k without repetitions (with the character of the above 
representations of S,& being ~@l,..-*~t) in the notation of [9, p. 67, 701, where 
b, -)- ... -!- 6, is the partition of IZ conjugate to nl + ... f a,). 
We next study the relationship between Definition 6.1 and the generalization 
of the Young-Weyl “quantics” construction given by Carter and Lusztig in 
[l,p.211]. 
If II’is a R-module over a commutative ring R, and a, L,- .‘. ) : a,< > 0, then 
Carter and Lusztig define an R-module which they call the “Weyl module”, 
and denote by 1V~1~..~~ as; in the notation of the present paper, their definition ma) 
be stated as follows: 
Let N ~=- xi-, ni , and let P -= {C’, ,..., U,I denote the partitioning of 
{l,..., ,\;I defined by U, = (l,..., a,]., U, = {a1 + l,..., n, !~- (I>.,, etc.. i.e.. 
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Ui 2 {j: a, + ... + aiel <j < a, + ... $- a,}; note that #Ui = ai. Define a 
left action of S’, (hence R[S,]) on 
W@NL w@)ORW@R...@gRW (N factors) 
by 
Then Wal.‘..,“s is the R-module consisting of all T E WQN with the two following 
properties: 
T is left annihilated by gYcpI(P) (cf. Definition 2.6) 
If w* 1 ,..., zui lie in W* ::= Hom,(W, R) and there exist 
(344 
(34b) 
distinct j, k in the same U E P such that ZL’~ =: ZOO, then 
CT, z$+ @j ... (3) ZL’,*‘ = 0 
(where , denotes the canonical pairing between WE” and (W*)‘l “), 
LVote. In [I], condition (34a) is stated in a form which is later noted (p. 2.2, 
Eq. (31)) to be equivalent in the presence of (34b) to symmetry conditions on T, 
which in the present language assert that T is left annihilated by the generators 
for YCZ(P) given above in Corollary 3 to Proposition 2.6. 
I'ROPOSITION 6.1. If W is aJinitel?, generated free R-module, there is N natural 
R-isomorphisnz 
Proof. Let S denote the R-submodule of ( W*)O1i spanned by those 
zu; (& ‘.. (_J zcz as in (34b) (i.e., with all w*‘s in W*, and with distinct i and j 
in the same U E P such that w$ = ~7); thus (34b) asserts that T lies in the 
orthogonal complement S’ of S in W@ll. Note that S1 consists of all tensors T 
whose representation 
T = 1 t;,...j,fi, @, .‘. @f,, , 
with respect to a basis {fi ,..., fn} for W, is such that til...iN is alternating in P 
considered as a function of its indices. It follows that I + (;j) left annihilates Sl, 
for all distinct i and j in the same U E P. 
If we set 
.di :z a, + ... t- alpI (=0 if i = I), 
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the generators for %YG!((P) given by (16b) in Section 2 become 
%.,,. I- C (4 + nz, , A, j- 1) ... (A? + m, , A,. + r) (35) 
l.~rrrIf.'wlL,.<aaj 
(j and k distinct integers between 1 and s, 1 L< I’ -< u,; ;-. aj) and we may write 
(Note: We have not used the generators (16a) in this intersection, since any 
submodule of kWn thev annihilate contains S’). 
Similarly, we have 
/ja-,as( W*) = (,*)@,,/[S + c (&, o (U’*) -J”]. (37) 
Note that, for IJ in C!,, , 7’ E (W)‘I:N, T* E (W*)@N we have 
whence (noting that each term of (35) is its own inverse) 
c(Gj,/;,,. 0 1’. T*:’ = (T, Gj.,,.,. ‘1 T* . . 
From this and (36) we obtain 
[,‘j .+ 2 GJ,i,,,, I (lt;*)@NIL = IV”‘....,” 
which, together with (37), immediately implies the desired result. 
Remarks. ~l~~~~~~~~~L~W is a finitely generated free module (cf. [18, Theorem 
2.41) and the same is proved for V,,l,,,,,IV in [ 1, p. 2181; thus, we mav freelv 
shift the “‘s in the preceding proposition. Proposition 6. I is not valid for arbitrar! 
finitely- generated R-modules. 
‘I’here is one apparent advantage of the functors Anl~~~.*“r6i’over the functors 
b- C,,,...,,qll’; namely, the former, by virtue of their very construction, fit together 
as pieces of a graded commutative associative R-algebra A!~lT. It is however, 
possible to give a “dual” construction, obtaining an associative algebra 1.. 11’ 
whose graded pieces are the modules WQ*..~~“~; this construction is given in 
[18, Sects. I .4 and I .5]. One remarkable fact should be stressed: Although one 
would expect the dual of a commutative algebra would itself be commutative. 
I_, W in fact is a graded alternating algebra. It is this fact which gives rl~l~ll’ the 
double structure mentioned in the Introduction; it may perhaps be regarded as 
another manifestation of the “duality” between symmetry and alternation. 
alreadv observed in connection with these matters in Section 2. Tndecd, if R is 2 
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field of characteristic 0, or more generally a Q-algebra, there is a natural isomor- 
phism between Aal*...saaW and Wal*...*as; one may see this, either by a simple 
computation of characters, or better, by constructing an explicit isomorphism 
(cf. [IS, Sect. 2.51). This natural isomorphism will be used in the next section to 
carry over to A+W the graded alternating multiplication of V+W, thus giving 
A+W the double structure in question, in a fashion unique up to multiplication 
by nonzero rationals. 
The precise definition of the algebra 
v+w = R @ (, > ,grl Kl...,u’) 
I/’ / 8 
must be referred to [18], where it is already-proved (Theorem 2.5) that, when It’ 
is a finitely generated projective R-module, there is a natural isomorphism 
Note that this result, together with Proposition 6.1, allows us to identify the 
functor v,l,...,a s W defined in [18] with the Carter-Lusztig functor Wl*,..*“s for 
finitely generated free (or projective) R-modules W, though not for arbitrary 
finitely generated R-modules. 
7. EXTRA STRUCTURE IN THE COORDINATE RING OF THE FLAG MANIFOLD 
Throughout this section, R will denote a commutative Q-algebra and E will 
denote any R-module. A natural multiplication on A+E will be constructed, 
which extends the wedge product from the sub-R-module AE of /1 ‘-I?. 
7. I. -Votation and Terminolog) 
By a numerical partitioning will be meant an “unordered finite sequence of 
positive integers,” i.e., an equivalence class with respect to the following 
equivalence relation on finite sequences of positive integers: 
(a, ,..., a,,,) -(b, >‘.., b,) 
if rn : II and 3 rr E S, with b, = art for 1 :,< i E< n. We denote by (al ,..., a,> 
the numerical partitioning which is the equivalence class of (al , ., a,). Associated 
with everv partitioning P = {Ur ,..., U,.) in the sense of Definition 2.5, there is 
the numerical partitioning P = <#lJ, ,..., #CT,‘. 
The functors (lU1,.~.~us and I/‘,,,,,,,, of Section 6 do not depend on the ordering 
of the a’s, and so may also be denoied by ila and Va respectively, where OL z= 
,‘a1 ,..., a,< ; this is the notation in [ 181. 
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Now let 
OL = ,;a, ,...) a,s ,, al ;; “. L-2 a,? ;Y 0 (38) 
be any partition, and define the frame of O( to be 
Assume the dual partiton to 01 is given by 
There is a natural partitioning P, of the frame F, into the disjoint sets CT, ,..., U, 
with 
1 il =- {(i, I) ,...( (i, u,): 
and I P, j = N. If we order these sets CT; in the obvious way: 
(i, 1) < ‘.’ -.. (i, a;) 
we mav construct as in Definition 4.2 the two elements 
and 
ITS(a) == Z’S((I-‘,),-) =~ Sym(P,) ,41t((PJz) 
in the symmetric group algebra R[S(F,,)]. It is well known there exists a positive 
integer N(m) (given by the “hookproduct Rule,” cf. [4]) such that 
[IX(cY)]2 = H(a!) l-s(cx), [Y&a)]’ =-~ H(n) E-A(ci). (40) 
We shall denote by UP the FL-indexed function 
with common domain E taking values in ARaE, and similarly denote by 0, the 
Fe-indexed function 
(fll ” ... ‘~ e1.J * ... * (es,, . ... ‘: e,,,,J 
with common domain E taking values in V,E. Kate that W* has Young alterna- 
tion, and S,> has Young symmetry, in the partitioning P,, (cf. Definition 2.5). 
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Let D and T be R-modules, M a set, and f an M-indexed function with 
common domain D taking values in T; then f will be called R-multilinear 
provided it satisfies the following condition: 
whenever r1 and ~a are in R, and F, Fl , F2 are maps AI - D which coincide at all 
elements of M except possibly WZ,,  where F(m,,) = r,F,(m,) + r,F,(m,). 
For example, the F,-indexed functions OP and 0, defined above, are R-multi- 
linear. 
If M is any set and D is any R-module, we denote by DcM the universal 
target of all M-indexed R-multilinear maps with common domain D. (For our 
purposes, it is important to have the notation, which unlike the usual one does not 
assume an ordering on M.) In more detail: 
(i) There is an R-mutilinear M-indexed map @,\, with common domain D 
taking values in DE’,“, which assigns to each map {d,l)niEh, from M to D the 
element Qmsn, d,,, E DE1\l. 
(ii) For each R-multilinear M-indexed function f with common domain M 
taking values in any R-module T, there is a unique R-homomorphism 
such that 
Note finally that there is a natural left action of S(M) on R-homomorphisms 
D’znf - T, which is compatible via (41) with the left action of S(M) on M- 
indexed functions; these extend to left actions of R[S(,;ZZ)J. 
7.2. Construction of the Wedge Product on A+~E 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let D, T be modules oaer the commutative Q-algebra R, and 
let 01 be any partition; let 
,fE )"'DF“' 
be an Fe-indexed R-m&linear function, with common domain D, taking values in T. 
Then I’A(a) 0 f and E’S(a) of factor through wa and 19, respectively, that is, 
there exist unique R-homomorphisms 
such that 
f”: AeD - T and ,fn: V&D - T 
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Proof. We shall only prove the assertion about Y/~(E) 0 f, omitting the similar 
proof for YS(a) cf. f factors through a unique R-homomorphism 
and it suffices to verify that Y&4(a) OJ vanishes on the kernel ii- of the A-homo- 
morphism 
&a: D@F,, ---f flak 
induced from 0%. Assume now that iy has the form (38). It follows from Definition 
6.1 that K is spanned over R by the set of all (Gj,lc,r 0 O~)(@,q~,~)~~~ d,,j) where 
Gj,rL,r is given by (35) and all cI,.~ E D. We are done since Gj,s,V 0 YA4(~) = 0 by 
Theorem 4. I. 
DEFINITION AND PROPOSITION 7.2. Let E be a module ovel’ the commutative 
Q-algebra R, and let CL be a partition sati&ing (38) and (39). Denote by T, the 
bijection F,, +F,, , (i,j) ---f (j, i). 
Then there exist R-isomorphisms 
uniquel? dej&ed b> 
Moreover. 
s, /’ s,, 
Final!\?, if 




dere y (6 ‘- /3*)*. 
Remark. (42) and (43) may be restated (less precisely but more intuitively) 
as 
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Proof of Proposition 7.2. Since 19,~ is symmetric in the partitioning P,* of 
F a” , we have 
n,(RHS of (42)) = 1=4(01) 0 car 0 f?,, , 
where 
i 




n,(RHS of (43)) = I’S((Y) 0 To 0 w, , 
n2 = i (a<)!. 
i=l 
The existence of R-homomorphisms @, S,, satisfying (42) and (43) is thus 
guaranteed by Proposition 4.1. 
We have 
6, (3 s,x, 0 we = AIt Sym((P,)z) wa == YA(wm’) 
which equals H(a)wR by the remark following Theorem 4.1 and the fact that 
ma has Young alternation in P, . This proves the first half of (44), and the proof 
of the second half is similar. Hence Siy and S,, are R-isomorphisms, as asserted. 
Remadzs. This A(1 operation 
A,,,: AQ (g lP - AY (Y = (a* + B*)*) (45) 
is essentially unique, in the sense that if R = @, the multiplicity of the repre- 
sentation [r] associated with /lv, in [a] @ [/3] is 1, so all natural transformations 
(45) coincide to within scalar multiples. 
APPENDIX 1 
Throughout this appendix, we shall assume that 
a! = ,a, ,..., czq’b, a1 :;c ” > a, > 0, 
is a partition, with dual partition 
p :-= (6, ,...) b,\, 6, ;z .” 2 6, ‘- 0. 
By the Ibulzgjvame of type 01 will be meant the set 
F, = [(i,j): I < i < s, 1 <j <Oil.. 
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We shall refer to the set 
{(i, 1) ,...( (i, a,))- (I L; i S< s) 
as the ith rozu ofF,, , and to the set 
as the jth colw~m of F, . Uy a tableau (or Young tableau) of type ‘1 oz’er rr set B will 
be meant a map T: F, -+ B; we then refer to T(i, j) as the entry in box (f7 j) of T. 
There is a left action of S(F,) on tableaus of type CL over B, defined by 
(nT)(i, j) = T(r ‘(i, j)). 
-tote. This action on tableaux is that employed in [22] Ivith r’!’ obtained 
from T by moving the T-entry in each box B of F, into the box nB. 
If c is a total ordering on B, there is associated the usual lexicographical 
ordering C, on F, , defined by (i, j) C-‘~ (il , j,) -=- Either i _ il OY i =- i1 , 
j < ji . Also, me associate to each tableau T of type OL over B the sequence 
T( I, 1) ,..., T( I, al), T(2, 1) ,..., T(3. a2) ,..., T(s, a,<) 
and let c.,, denote the total ordering on the set of such tableaus T, obtained by 
ordering their associated sequences. In other words, T <n T’ means, 3(i, j) in 
F, such that 
(I) T(i, j) _ _ T’(i, j). 
(2) If (ii , ji) ...t (i, j) then T(i, , j,) ~~ T’(& , j,). 
Associated with the partition a we have the two following subgroups of S(FJ: 
Row (a) = set of permutations which preserve the rows of 
and similarly 
C’Ol(iu) = (rr EFti: m(i,j) = (i’, j’) =-> j = j'). 
One final definition, and we shall be ready to state the proposition: -1 tableau 
T of type 01 over the ordered set B is rozu-strict standard if it has the two following 
properties: 
(A) T(r’, I) ._ T(i, 2) e: ... -‘. T(i, a,.) (I -:. i 5, s); i.e., 7’ is strictly 
increasing in each row of F. 
(R) T(1, j) 5.. T(2,j) 5. ... . T(bj ,j) (I I- j 5 t); i.e., T is nondecreasing 
in each column of F. 
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PROPOSITION A. Let (B, <) be a totally ordered set and let T be a row-strict 
standard tableau of type a: over B. Let 
cr E Row (cy), 7rE co1 (a); 
then T :;u OTT, and if equality holds then o is the identity permutation. 
Proof. Set 
(1) T’ = WT. 
Since rr E Cal(u), there exists for 1 < j < t a unique 7rj E S(bj) such that 
(2) +i,j) = (r&j), all (i, j) E F, . 
We next modify z-, by means of the following considerations. 
Ry an entry-column for T will be meant a nonempty subset Cj,r of the jth 
column of F, of the form 
Cj,l = ((i,j) cF~: T(i,j) = l} 
(i.e., C,,, is the set of boxes in the jth column of F, whose T-entries have a 
given value 1 which actually occurs in that column of T.) Clearly, F, is the 
disjoint union of these I?,,~ . 
If n, r’ E Col(~r) then 
7~ . T = r’ T 
holds, if and only if QTC = n’C for every entry-column C for T. (This is because 
nCj,r is precisely the set of all boxes in the jth column, whose entry in rT is 1.) 
Thus, given n E Col(or), the most general r’ E Col(ar) with VT = n’T is obtained 
by picking arbitrary bijections 
and piecing them together to a permutation 7’ of & _ Among all such 27’ there is 
a unique one, which we may without loss of generaity assume to be n itself, 
satisfying the following condition: 
For all entry columns Cj,l for T, the map 
T / c,,: cj, + T(Cj,,) 
between subsets of the jth column of & , is order-preserving with respect to the 
vertical ordering 
(1, j) < ... < (bj , j) 
for that column; equivalently: 
(3) If T(i, j) = T(i’, j) and i < i’ then rjrji < nj-i’. 
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For the remainder of this proof, it will be assumed that rr satisfies (3). 
We next prove the following consequence of this normalization of T: 
Claim. If (i,j) EE7, ) and if T and T’ coincide on all boscs of F, which 
precede (i,j) in the lexicographic ordering <, defined abov-e, then hoth the 
following statements hold: 
(i) Both (T and T fix all boxes ct (i,j) 
(ii) Either g and T fix (i,j) (whence T(i,j) = T’(i, j) b!- (I)), OK l’(i,j) < 
T’(i,j) 
Remark. Both the hypothesis of this claim, and (i), are vacuously satisfied if 
(;,j) 2 (I, I); the general argument below for proving (ii) works in this case also. 
Proof of claim. We argue by induction on the ordering ., of .I,; i.e., we 
assume the claim holds for all boxes <t(i,j). 
If (i,j) =’ (1, 1) then (i, j) has an immediate predecessor, say (C,j’), in the 
ordering .: , . Applying the induction hypothesis to (i’, j’) w-e obtain: 
(ia) T and o fix all boxes <t(i’,j’). 
(iia) Since T(i’, j’) -= T’(i’, j’), z and (J fix (i’,j’). 
The preceding two statements clearly imply (i) holds for (i, j) (if (iI j) s ( I , 1); 
(i) holds vacuously if (i, j) = (1, 1)). 
We nest prove (ii). Let 
whence 
(4) g-~‘(i,j) = (i, q), m-l(i, 4) = (P, q) 
T’(i, j) := (a-lT’)(i, q) -= (vT)(i, q) = T(p, q) 
Since we now know (i) holds, we have: 
o(i, j’) = (i,/) iff <j; ~(i’, q) = (i’, q) if i’ < i 
which with (4) implies 
(5) p ;r- i, q ;2- j. 
Since ‘I’ is row-strict standard, it follows that 
(6) T&j) < W, 4) < W, 4) = VA 
If G does not fix (i,j) then, by (4), 
q>.i whence T(i,j) < T(i, q) < T’(i, j) 
(using (6) and th f e act T is row-strict standard); i.e., (ii) holds in the case. 
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Thus, to complete the proof of the claim, it suffices to prove (ii) under the 
assumption that 
T(i,j) > T’(i,j). 
Indeed, it then follows from (6) that T(i,j) = T’(i,j), so by what has just been 
shown, (J fixes (;,i); then (4) showsj = p, so (4) and (6) become 
(7) T(i,j) = T(p,j) = T’(j,j), ~(p,j) = (kj); i.e., i = rr$rip. 
Hence, (i,i) and (p,j) lie in the same entry-column for T. This shows p = i, 
for otherwise by (5) we would have p > i which by (3) and (7) would imply 
I = njp ;- rjii, whence 
~(i,j) = (i’,j) with i’<i 
which contradicts (i) (which has been proved to hold for (j,i)). This completes 
the induction, and so proves the preceding claim. 
We may now readily complete the proof of Proposition A, as follows. In the 
first place, if T = T’, then the claim, applied to the last box (s, a,?) ofF, , shows 
that 0 = I. On the other hand, if T # T’, pick the <t earliest box (i,j) of F, 
for which T and T’ differ; the claim then shows that T(i,j) < T’(i,j) whence 
T <p T’. Q.E.D. 
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